ARTICLES, BOOKS, ETC. ABOUT LLEWELYN POWYS

Note: put in alphabetical order for ease of access. Ordered by name of magazine if an article or by author if a book

Contains: 'The Powys Family. I: Llewelyn Powys' by Tom Wilson

_Book Collectors' Packet._ Vol 3. No 7
Contains: A Bibliographical checklist of the first editions of Llewelyn Powys compiled by Lloyd Emerson Siberell, with a prefatory word by Alyse Gregory. Presentation copy from L.E. Siberell to Alyse Gregory, with several alterations to her preface in her hand.
Note: Filed with other bibliographies.

Cavaliero, Glen. _The Rural Tradition in the English Novel, 1900 - 1939._
Contains: Chapter 8 on Henry Williamson and Llewelyn Powys
Note: Reference also to T.F. Powys so placed in Anthologies section.

_The Countryman._ Summer 1957
Contains: 'Llewelyn Powys' by Gabriel Seal. (Country Authors - 8)

Contains: 4 extracts from the works of Llewelyn Powys

Elwin, Malcolm. _The Life of Llewelyn Powys._
London: Macdonald, 1953
Note: loosely inserted is a letter from Malcolm Elwin to Miss Alyse Gregory

Elwin, Malcolm. _The Life of Llewelyn Powys._
London: John Lane, 1949    Reprint

Elwin, Malcolm. _The Life of Llewelyn Powys._
London: John Lane, 1946
Inscribed: ‘For Littleton Charles Powys. With many grateful thanks for his generous kindness in helping with this biography of his brother. From Malcolm Elwin. February, 1947’


Contains: extracts from works of Ll. Powys

Contains: 'Llewelyn Powys' by E.W. Martin

Contains: This is a JCP number but contains 'Not least Llewelyn' by R.C. Churchill
Note: Filed under JCP holdings.


Contains ‘Llewelyn Powys’.


Contains ‘Der Erste Schnee’ by Llewelyn Powys.
Note: This is by LIP, and should be filed under luluper.

Contains: ‘Llewelyn Powys. A Village Radical’ by W. Gore Allen
Note: Alyse Gregory’s copy.